Modulation of the effects of the hyperthermic treatment by N-methylformamide on a human melanoma cell line.
The modulatory activity of the polar solvent N-methylformamide (NMF) on the effects of hyperhermic treatment was investigated on a human melanoma cell line (M14). Cells treated with NMF alone (1% for 20 h), hyperthermia (Hyp) alone (42.5 degrees C for 2 h) and with the two different sequences of treatment (NMF-->Hyp and Hyp-->NMF) were analysed by scanning electron microscopy and fluorescence microscopy. Moreover, their clonogenic efficiency and adherence properties were assessed. The results obtained can be summarized as follows. (a) The sequence Hyp-->NMF appeared to be more cytotoxic than the reverse sequence or NMF and Hyp given alone. (b) Heat induced cell swelling and detachment from the substrate. The pretreatment with the polar solvent was capable of preventing such alterations. (c) Fluorescence microscopy revealed remarkable changes induced by hyperthermia on actin network, vimentin distribution and vinculin expression. NMF administration proved to be capable of modulating these changes. In particular, the actin and vimentin networks showed a quite normal arrangement in NMF-->Hyp treated cells and very altered patterns in cells treated with the reverse sequence. Concerning the effects on the adhesion plaques, revealed by vinculin labeling, a considerable increase in the expression of these structures was observed after NMF treatment. (d) A remarkable increase of the attachment to collagen I and laminin molecules was revealed in NMF treated cells, whereas heat exposure reduced the number of adherent cells. Considered all together, the results obtained indicate that the administration of NMF after hyperthermia enhances the cytotoxic effect and modifies cell adherence properties, responsible for dissemination and metastasis.